Friends,

Last night, the American people rediscovered their love for hockey.

In a Hail Mary attempt to draw attention away from the abysmal state of the American economy, Democrats hired a Hollywood production team to broadcast their propaganda documentary into millions of American homes.

**TWEET:** [Where’s the hearing for the left’s 2020 riots?](#)

Nearly every major news network broadcasted the Star Chamber January 6th Committee hearing, and Americans aren’t buying it.

Yesterday’s first hearing shined a spotlight on the Committee's grand inquisitors as they babbled their way through a partisan kangaroo court hearing that revealed nothing new to the American people.

**WATCH:** [Democrats’ show trial flopped](#)

RINO Liz Cheney and members of the January 6th Committee conducted a ridiculous primetime sham all while Americans are facing several Biden-created crises, all at once.
Speaker Pelosi’s committee did not allow Republicans the opportunity to speak or serve on the committee. In fact, in an unprecedented move, Speaker Pelosi rejected Rep. Jim Jordan and Rep. Jim Banks from serving on the committee.

Never in our history Congress has there been a committee with no opposing voice. This committee goes against everything the Founders intended for Congress to be.

After nearly two hours of boring regurgitated narratives, nothing new was revealed. Meanwhile, Americans from coast to coast are still suffering the disastrous consequences of President Biden’s crumbling economy.

**TWEET:** Baby formula is still missing from the shelves

The rising cost of rents, gas and food have pushed the U.S. inflation rate to a 40-year high of 8.6%, and the number is still climbing with no sign of stopping.

American families are hurting and don’t care about this partisan witch hunt. Biden’s policies are crippling American families, consumers, and producers. If this Democrat Congress or the Biden Administration wanted to help American families, they would immediately put the brakes on their radical agenda and start addressing the problems in this country.

Solving the problems that Americans are worried about starts by unleashing Americas energy independence, lowering the cost of food, securing the wellbeing of Americas mothers, and fortifying the Southern border.

**TWEET:** Now that deserves a primetime hearing

The members of the January 6th Committee have directed their animosity and hatred towards President Trump and any Republican who supports him. Meanwhile, sitting Supreme Court Justices are being harassed by radical leftists and targeted by would be assassins.

The recent attempt on the life of Justice Brett Kavanaugh stems from the rhetoric of Democrats such as Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer. Here’s what he had to say just a two years ago about Justices he disagrees with: "I want to tell you, Gorsuch, I want to tell you,
Kavanaugh, you have released the whirlwind and you will pay the price…you won't know what hit you if you go forward with these awful decisions."

Where is the primetime committee investigating Senator Schumer’s rhetoric and advocacy for violence? While we’re at it, where’s the primetime hearing for any of Biden and Democrats’ recent disasters? The 13 American service members died in Afghanistan because of Biden’s botched withdrawal. Will Democrats hold a hearing for them?

The show trial last night speaks to the tone-deafness of the entire Democrat party right now. Their policies have crushed Americans. Yet rather than address the very real concerns that families are facing, Democrats have nothing but political stunts up their sleeves.

Should Democrats hold more politically motivated, theatrical hearings for the cameras?
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Our Societal Problems are Thanks to Democrats’ Radical Agenda